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New, D-Shape Sink Makes Its Debut in the MR Direct TruGranite Line

Long anticipated Model 824 now available in six colors.

Toledo, Ohio (PRWEB) August 16, 2014 -- The TruGranite collection of MR Direct sinks has seen numerous
additions and embellishments since its introduction in 2008. The broadening of this line has fueled its growth in
popularity, and inversely its popularity has spawned new models. Today, the launch of Model 824 is sure to
propel interest even further. Designed in the trendy D-shape, the new 824 is being offered in all six TruGranite
colors.

D-shape sinks are the latest choice of those who want to be on that proverbial cutting-edge of kitchen design.
The key attraction is the faucet placement, which is usually at the back-left or right corners of the sink, instead
of the traditional back-center location. This allows the 824 sink to be deeper front-to-back, turning the
traditional faucet area into sink area. This off-center appearance is what attracts those desiring a bit of an avant-
garde style. Many, whose taste requires a symmetrical appearance but still like the D-shape sink, place the 824
sink in an island, or a corner, where space allows the faucet to be centered.

The interior of the 824 measures a broad 21 7/8'' by 19 1/8'' and has a depth of 8 1/4'' – providing enough
volume to fit most oversized cookware. Especially in small spaces, the D-shape 824 can furnish a broader sink
area without sacrificing much counter space. The offset plumbing not only opens up extra storage room below
the sink, but also eases back-strain with a shorter reach to the fixture.

The 824 is constructed of the same granite composite (80% quartzite/20% acrylic) as all the other MR Direct
TruGranite sinks. The benefits of TruGranite are numerous. Perhaps the most outstanding feature is its ability to
kill germs. Because it is infused with silver ions, mold spores, yeast, and all types of bacteria are short-lived on
its surface. TruGranite is also one of the most durable materials available. It is nearly impossible to scratch or
stain because of its density, and it can withstand extreme temperatures. All this means that a dropped knife will
not scratch, acidic foods will not stain, and hot pots will not burn the surface.

The new D-shape model 824 is sure to please anyone who is seeking contemporary kitchen flair in a durable,
functional, and stylish material. A closer look at the 824 can be had by visiting www.MRDirectint.com.
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Contact Information
Paul Best
MR Direct International
http://www.mrdirectint.com
1-877-946-5725

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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